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GROWING OUR MEMBERSHIP
This month’s star is John Clerx. Not only did John recruit a new trial member,
Peter Strum, but he reached across international borders to do so. Peter will be
joining us virtually from the real Canada.

BITS AND PIECES
THE SAGE PLAYERS will be presenting the play “The Investigator” in January 2021 via Zoom.
You will need to register when you receive the Global announcement in order to receive the Zoom
invitation link. As usual, there is no fee for attending the performance. Please feel free to extend an invitation to friends and family. There is a limit of 100 audience members.

This is an amazing new way to experience the joy of the SAGE Players in the comfort of your
own home. You may enjoy it so much you will want to watch it multiple times, so we hope to
find a way to do that. “The Investigator” is a provocative, amusing and timely play about social
conscience, ego and politics, every bit as relevant today as it was when it was written in the 1950s.
Reuben Ship's celebrated radio satire based on the US House Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC) and the
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, and its chairman, Joseph McCarthy. It was first aired nationally in
Canada by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) on May 30, 1954.

NEW FEATURE: GUEST COLUMNISTS
Starting with the current Observations, we will be asking SAGE members to write an article
about what they are doing during the Pandemic or anything else that is on their minds. By sharing,
we can all discover new and imaginative ways to spend our time. In this edition, Rosalie Lazarus
has graciously provided a look into how she spends her free time, p.6. Feel free to send in articles
or photos of interest, or links to Internet sites that you recommend. We are waiting for your ideas.

NEW FEATURE: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
In order to encourage learning and sharing, we are also asking SAGE members to send in Letters
to the Editor. Feel free to comment on what SAGE is, should be, could be. During 2020, we have
sought to provide information and amusement for all of us during the long and often tedious shelter
-in-place environment. No politics please. In 2021, we will be publishing extra issues as well as
the official quarterly issues. If you have any ideas that would make SAGE Observations more timely,
more interesting, send them in.

THE CHURCH FOOD PANTRY AT CHRISTMAS
Please remember that those who look to St Andrew and Saint Charles Church Food Pantry for
support need your help, especially at Thanksgiving and Christmas.
For those of you comfortable with online payments, they do have a webpage with links and instructions for using your bank’s online pay or using PayPal. The link is below. PayPal provides a
line/option to indicate the Food Pantry.
http://www.2saints.org/donations-and-pledges
Or write a check and send it to:
St Thomas and St Charles Episcopal Church
16651 Rinaldi Street
Granada Hills 91314
Please write “The Food Pantry” in the memo line.
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NEW MEMBERSHIP—and GIFTS
Zoom gives us an entirely new and different way to recruit additional members because now
they can live anywhere — in California, another state or another country. In lieu of our traditional Open House we are asking our current membership to reach out to prospective members. For
each new joining member you identify, we will deliver a lovely succulent collection to your home.
(delivery limited to L.A.)
SAGE is a collaborative organization. Our members work together to create and participate in
a wide range of courses and events. We create not only class presentations but contribute new
ideas and activities that translate into real-time learnings and activities.
Zoom classes are a great example. Under the leadership of Tirza Haviv, members worked together to learn a new technology and develop the platform and content. This, in turn, allowed us
to continue to learn and interact in a new ways.
So have your friends and acquaintances give SAGE a try. They can sit in on a single Zoom class
or a full trial term to sample the SAGE experience. Trial members are assigned a mentor to guide
them through creating presentations and using the Zoom technology.

THE FILM CLUB
The members of the Film Club would like to recommend two movies for your viewing pleasure.

MY OCTOPUS TEACHER, a truly amazing movie about a nature photographer who spent over
400 days tracking, interacting with and eventually forming a bond with a small octopus. The experience teaches us so much more than just about the life of the octopus; resiliency, communication, our relationship to nature and love. Hopefully, you will be as deeply touched as we were by
this movie.

THE CHICAGO SEVEN is a story most of us lived through, about the trial of protesters at the
1968 Democratic Convention. The re-telling helps us live through it again with perspective and a
new appreciation of our current political environment.
If you are interested in sitting in on or joining our once-a-month Film Club for lively and intelligent discussions, please send an email to Phyllis Hall.
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KEEPING YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION SAFE — Connie Sparks
Be aware of the extent of privacy invasions and manipulations from the apps we commonly use.
If you are interested in making your devices more secure, I hope the following information will help.
[Thank you, Connie, for this information.]

Instead of Chrome: Firefox Focus is a privacy-focused browser from Firefox. You simply install and run it. You can browse the web without worrying about being tracked or followed. The
app doesn’t store any kind of info that could be shared or sold to third parties. It can be used on
iOS or android.

Instead of Google: DuckDuckGo is a known search engine that doesn’t collect your data for
ad (and any other) purposes and now you can use a browser made by the same company.

ProtonMail: Gmail is common, especially for Android users. But the platform is known for its data
collection and lack of privacy. If you want to use an email client that won’t snoop on your emails or
collect any form of data including location check out ProtonMail. https://protonmailcom/

IPhone: If you plan on getting a new phone, the iPhone is very secure from hackers. You can
make it even more secure with hints from Apple. Apple wouldn’t even open the iPhone for the authorities.

Signal: If you want a Chat App use Signal. The app uses two-way encryption and it doesn’t store
any user-related information on outside servers. That means that when you send a message to
someone, it is encrypted on both sides and it arrives at the other side without stopping by at any
server where it might get stored (even in encrypted form).
https://signal.org/en/

IF YOU ARE TIRED OF POP-UPS. . .
1. Always download software updates to your programs. They contain antivirus programs as well as
fixes to keep your data secure.
2. If you are using Windows 10 it has Windows Defender which protects against viruses. If you do
not use this get Avast to protect yourself. https://www.avast.com/en-us/free-antivirus-download

3. Use an ad blocker. If a site does not allow you to see the information because of your ad blocker,
you can pause it for that site only. uBlock Origin is a free and open-source, cross-platform browser
extension for content-filtering, including ad-blocking. The extension is available for several browsers: Chrome, Chromium, Edge, Firefox, Opera, Pale Moon, as well as versions of Safari prior to
13. (https://ublockorigin.com//

4. Never download Notifications. They will pop up when you are working. If you have downloaded
Notifications, go to “Systems” on your computer and cancel them.

5.Use a password program to make your passwords safe and secure. I use LastPass. It generates secure passwords for you and saves them in the vault. You only need to remember the password for
LastPass to access your passwords. It will also save passwords you have generated yourself and keep
them safe. https://www.lastpass.com
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OUR GUEST COLUMNIST — Rosalie Lazarus
LIFE IN THE ERA OF COVID 19
If your life is anything like mine, it involves staring at a screen at
least five hours a day. Mine involves four different screens. I’ll start
with the largest.
I try not to watch TV during the day and save it for the very long
evenings. I don’t retire till about one am and as a result I have loads of time to watch my favorite
shows. On regular TV, it’s Us, Grey’s Anatomy, Sixty Minutes, and Sunday Morning. Thank heavens
for Netflix and Amazon. Amazon has the better selection of foreign and American movies and Netflix
the better series. Don’t miss The Queens Gambit, Schitts Creek and The Crown, and, ladies, don’t
miss Emily in Paris.
Next in size is the computer. Oh, what would we ever do without our computers. Though I must
admit our classes on zoom will never be as enjoyable as they are in the classroom, and, God knows,
I really miss our after-class lunches, it’s better than nothing and helps to pass the many long hours
at home. Google has become my best friend, though the FedEx and UPS men rate a mention.
Then there is the IPad. It can be carried around the house, unlike my desk top computer. I use it
to check my spelling while trying to write the great story of my life, and while watching TV I can
find out how old Lana Turner was when she died and how many times she was married.
Last but not least is the iPhone. Would you believe I can text my grandson in London free and
can have conversations with my sons without dialing their phones. Just touch their contact number
and send the message. I can remember spending $9 a minute to speak to my husband when I was
travelling in Russia, so I guess life in the modern era isn’t all bad.

Are Sweet Potatoes Good for You?
They're versatile and packed with antioxidants. There’s more
to sweet potatoes than the sugary pies and casseroles served at
Thanksgiving. Separate this tasty tuber from the brown sugar and
marshmallows often added to them, and you’ve got yourself a
healthy ingredient that’s also inexpensive and delicious. “Sweet
potatoes are a wonderful way to get natural sweetness along with
health benefits,” says Joan Salge Blake, RDN, a nutrition professor at Boston University.
Nutrition Basics
People often assume sweet potatoes are a less healthy relative of the white potato because of
the word “sweet” in the name and the rich flavor that develops when they’re roasted. Ounce for
ounce, though, a sweet potato and a russet or other regular white potato have around the same
amount of calories, carbohydrates, fat, and protein.
Continued on Page 6
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Sweet potatoes fall into the healthy carb category. A medium sweet potato has around 140
calories and 5 grams of fiber. Sweet potatoes also have a low glycemic index score. “The higher
the number on the index, the more rapid one can expect an increase in blood sugar after ingestion of the food,” says Lourdes Castro Mortillaro, MS, director of the NYU Food Lab and adjunct
professor of nutrition and food studies. Blood sugar spikes may have implications for type 2 diabetes and weight gain risk. Topping your sweet potato with protein- and fat-containing ingredients—think a drizzle of olive oil and some chopped walnuts or pecans—will also help keep blood
sugar balanced.
Available in a variety of colors—from traditional orange to fiery yellow and reddish to eye-ca
tching purple—all sweet potatoes are good for you, but have different nutrients. Orange sweet
potatoes are vitamin and mineral powerhouses. A medium one has 165 percent of the vitamin A
you need per day from the beta carotene it contains, along with more than 20 percent of the potassium a blood-pressure-lowering nutrient most adults fall short on. They’re also rich in niacin
and vitamin C. Yellow-fleshed varieties supply vitamins A and C and potassium, too. Purple and
white sweet potatoes contain antioxidant compounds called flavonoids that help control inflammation.
Putting Them on Your Plate
Sweet potatoes are popular in cuisines from around the world. Orange sweet potatoes, for
instance, are a staple food in Africa, where they may be served in a peanut stew. he drier, less
sweet, white-fleshed boniato (batata) is more common in the Caribbean, where you may see it
served mashed or used in desserts.
Purple sweet potatoes are a main food in the traditional diet of Okinawa, a region known for
its high concentration of centenarians. More than half of the daily caloric intake of Okinawan diets come from sweet potatoes.

In the U.S., next to the traditional Thanksgiving preparations, sweet potato fries and chips
may be the way many of us consume this vegetable. While they may be higher in some nutrients
than their white potato counterparts, depending on how they’re made, both sweet potato fries
and chips can be high in saturated fat and sodium, Salge Blake says. You can make a healthier
version at home by cutting sweet potatoes into matchsticks, drizzling with olive oil, and roasting
at 400° F (or you can use an air fryer). For better-for-you chips, slice rounds on a mandoline,
drizzle with olive oil, and roast at 400° F.
An even better bet: Focus on healthier prep methods, such as steaming and roasting, to keep this wholesome food nutritious and allow its natural
flavors to shine, Castro Mortillaro says. Baked sweet potatoes can be a canvas for toppings that
can easily turn them into a meal. Try them with black beans and a spoonful each
of guacamole and salsa in a salad or in a corn tortilla; topped with shredded BBQ chicken and
Greek yogurt and chives; or with cinnamon, nutmeg, and a drizzle of tahini.
Soup is another way to enjoy the rich flavor and texture of sweet potatoes. Salge Blake likes
to roast sweet potatoes along with acorn squash, onions, and apples. Blended together with lowsodium chicken or vegetable broth and water, the sweet potatoes add thickness and depth. “The
soup has the consistency of a chowder or a bisque, but it doesn’t have the cream,” she says.
Still, there’s no need to dismiss your holiday tradition. “If melted marshmallows on top of
your sweet potatoes is the one dish you look forward to every year, I say have at it,” Castro Mortillaro says. Just know that there are also loads of healthier ways to enjoy sweet potatoes yearround.
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THE SOUP THAT STOPPED A WAR; A delicious symbol of peace
BY LUKE FATER, AUGUST 15, 2019

GASTRO OBSCURA.

PUBLIC DOMAIN

During the Reformation, Switzerland, like much of
Europe, squared off into Catholic and Protestant alliances. In the 1520s, things came to a head between
the Protestants in Zürich, led by Huldrych Zwingli, and
the Catholic cantons, such as Zug, which were cozy with
the Habsburgs. Inflammatory incidents on both sides—
executions! burning at the stake! The canton of Thurgau! (which confusingly was being administrated half
the time by Protestant rule and half the time by Catholic)—meant that in 1529, Zürich, fed up, claimed Thurgau (and the Abbey of St Gall) and sent troops to the
border of Zug. That’s where the soup comes into the
Albert Anker's 1869 "Die Kappeler Milchsuppe"
story. Instead of fighting, the soldiers from both sides
mingled and eventually dined together—supposedly the troops from Zug provided the milk, and
those from Zürich the bread to make this soup.

The first war of Kappel was over—without a single battle.
Yay diplomacy! Yay soup!
The dish is served in restaurants and homes, though less often today. The Swiss ambassador to
the U.S., Martin Dahinden, writes in Beyond Muesli and Fondue that although “it often takes time
to resolve a disagreement, it [only] presents another opportunity to prepare Kappeler
Milchsuppe.” His recipe calls for nutmeg, cloves, and bay leaves, stipulating that while
“everyone eats out of the same tureen, [they are] only allowed to eat the bread on their side.”
There are a few different versions of the Kappeler Milchsuppe, the most comprehensive account
of the recipe, from Lehrmittelverlag des Kantons Zürich.
1 onion, chopped
2 cloves garlic, minced
200 ml beef broth
1 tsp caraway seeds
1/2 tsp nutmeg, and cloves
300 g leftover bread, cubed
1 litre milk
salt and pepper
hard cheese grated
parsley and chives, chopped, to garnish
In a large pot over medium heat, melt the butter. Add the onion and garlic and fry for a few
minutes. Add the beef broth, then add the caraway, nutmeg, and cloves. Add the bread, then
bring everything to a boil. Add the milk, then bring back up to a boil. Salt and pepper to taste.
Garnish with cheese, parsley and chives
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USING OR LOSING WORDS
They say we tend to compress our vocabularies as we age. You can expand your vocabulary
by going to various sites that give you a new word every day. Also don’t forget the best way to
increase your vocabulary is to read.
OBVERSE
The side of a coin or currency note bearing the chief device and lettering; broadly: a front or
principal surface
A counterpart having the opposite orientation or force; also : opposite
A proposition inferred immediately from another by denying the opposite of what the given proposition affirms
VISAGE
The face, countenance, or appearance of a person or sometimes an animal: Aspect, appearance
AMICUS
A shortened form of amicus curiae
One (such as a professional person or organization) that is not a party to a particular litigation
but that is permitted by the court to advise it in respect to some matter of law that directly affects the case in question. Friend of the court
DORSAL
Relating to or situated near or on the back especially of an animal or one of its parts situated out
of or directed away from its axis
The most famous use of dorsal is with fin, whether it conjures the ominous dorsal
fin of sharks or the benign, even benevolent, image of porpoises and dolphins. Less well-known is
the botanical sense of dorsal, meaning "facing away from the axis or stem" (thus the underside of
a leaf can be the dorsal side), or the linguistic sense referring to articulations made with the
back part of the tongue. Dorsal can be used of non-living things too (in particular, the backs of
airplanes), as can its opposite, ventral, which means "relating to the belly." Dorsal descends from
Latin dorsum ("back"), which also gave us dossier (via French, for a bundle of documents labeled
on the back) and reredos ("an ornamental screen or partition wall behind an altar"
ANTEDATING
A word or phrase used at a date earlier than previously known or recorded.
“antedatings of some prize-fighting terms"
ADDUCE
To offer as example, reason, or proof in discussion or analysis
ABNEGATE
Deny, renounce, surrender, relinquish. There's no denying that the Latin root negāre has given
English some useful words. That verb, which means "to deny," is the source of the
noun abnegation, a synonym of denial. In time, people concluded that if there was a
noun abnegation, there ought to be a related verb abnegate, and so they created one by a process called back-formation (that's the process of trimming an affix off a long word to make a
shorter one). Other English offspring of negāre are deny, negate, and renegade.
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FRUNK

Frunk is a popular portmanteau of front and trunk referring to cars that have their storage spaces in the front rather than in the rear, as is more typical. It should be noted that our definition
of trunk does not require it be located in the back in the first place.
BRASS KNUCKLES
Our antedating of the week is brass-knuckled, “inclined to or exhibiting aggression, hostility, or
combativeness.” Our earliest known use had previously come in 1905, but recent findings show
that the word was in use in the 19th century. It exists as an adjective, possibly used with the literal meaning of “wearing brass knuckles,” as far back as 1856, and by 1859 may be found clearly
used in a figurative manner
BENEFIC
Producing good or helpful results or effects : beneficent
Benefic comes from Latin beneficus, which in turn comes from bene ("well") and facere ("to do").
The word was originally used by astrologers to refer to celestial bodies believed to have a favorable influence, and it's still used in astrological contexts. Benefic, beneficial, and beneficent are
all synonyms, but there are shades of difference. Beneficial usually applies to things that promote well-being (as in "a beneficial dietary plan"), or that provide some benefit or advantage
("advice that proved financially beneficial"). Beneficent means doing or effecting good (as in "a
beneficent influence"), but in particular it refers to the performance of acts of kindness or charity ("a beneficent organization"). Benefic, the rarest of the three, tends to be a bit high-flown.
It's mostly used to describe a favorable power or force .
QUANDAM
Erstwhile, former, late, old, once, onetime, other, past, sometime, whilom
WHILOM
Formerly, in the past, e.g., “the wistful eyes which whilom glanced down upon the fields"
REPINE
In longing, one can "repine over" something ("repining over her lost past"), or one can "pine for"
something, languish, eat one's heart out brood, lament, grieve, mourn, sorrow , agonize
Pining refers to intense longing for what one once knew. Repine adds an element of discontent
to any longing—an element carried over from its sense "to feel or express dejection or discontent
which has been in use since the 16th century. Washington Irving used the earlier sense in
his1820 work The Sketch Book: “Through the long and weary day he repines at his unhappy
lot.”“Pine and repine are from Old English pīnian (“to suffer”) and probably ultimately from
Latinpoena (“punishment”). Poena also gave us pain. Pine and repine are from Old English pīnian ("to suffer") and probably ultimately from an old Latin poena (punishment).
OBFUSCATE
To throw into shadow : DARKEN, to confuse, to make obscure
PROTEAN
We define protean in two ways: “displaying great diversity or variety” and “of or resembling Proteus in having a varied nature or ability to assume different forms” (Proteus was a Greek sea god
capable of assuming different forms). The word has been used in such manner since the end of
the 16th century.
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PERSEVERATE
To repeat or recur persistently : to go back over previously covered ground
To exhibit perseveration : to show especially by speech or some other form of overt behavior the
continual involuntary repetition of a mental act .
INTERNECINE
Of, relating to, or involving conflict within a group — bitter internecine feuds.
internecine comes from the Latin internecinus ("fought to the death" or "destructive"), which traces to the verb "necare" ("to kill") and the prefix inter-. ("Inter-" usually means "between" or
"mutual" in Latin, but it can also indicate the completion of an action.) Internecine meant
"deadly" when it appeared in English in the early 17th century. When Samuel Johnson entered it
in his dictionary almost a century later, he was apparently misled by "inter-" and defined the word
as "endeavouring mutual destruction." Johnson's definition was carried into later dictionaries, and
before long his sense was the dominant meaning of the word. "Internecine" developed the association with internal group conflict in the 20th century, and that's the most common sense today.
OCTOTHORPE
The symbol #. A versatile symbol with many names (among them hash mark, number sign,
and pound sign), the octothorpe has become popularized in hashtags , those words or phrases prefixed by the symbol on Twitter and other social media especially to classify or categorize the accompanying text. The octothorpe is believed to have been adopted by the telecommunications
industry with the advent of touch-tone dialing in the 1960s, but it remains unknown how, exactly,
the symbol got its odd name. The octo- part almost certainly refers to the eight points on the
symbol, but the -thorpe bit is mysterious
LOGORRHEA
“excessive and often incoherent talkativeness or wordiness” Created in English in the late
1800s from the Greek words logos, meaning "word," "reason," "speech" and -rrhea, from the verb
that means "to flow." It's pronounced \log-uh-REE-ah\.
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Five Anti-Aging Diet Moves
Bloated? Balance problems? Try these easy diet fixes for common health concerns. By Sally Wadyka, October 24, 2020. CR
Editor’s Note: A version of this article also appeared in the December 2020 issue of Consumer Reports On Health.
You already know a healthy diet is key to a healthy body and
that it can help you ward off diseases such as high blood pressure
and type 2 diabetes. But you might not realize all the other surprising ways food can feed your health. You can use your diet to help remedy numerous conditions
(many of which become more common with age)—such as wobbly balance and low mood.

Winter Blues
Food fix: Replace refined carbs with whole grains, and increase vitamin D intake.
When the weather turns cold and days get shorter, we often turn to comfort foods to help us
feel better. The problem is, the foods we reach for tend to be made mostly of refined carbohydrates, sugar, and fat. That combination may leave us feeling tired and cranky.
“When you eat simple, refined carbs, you get a quick increase of energy for about 20 or 30
minutes, and then a quick decrease,” says Lauri Wright, PhD, associate professor of nutrition at
the University of North Florida in Jacksonville. “Those spikes and dips in energy are also bad for
your mood because when your energy comes crashing down, your mood can crash too.”
Whole grains, such as brown rice and quinoa, work in the opposite way. “They release energy
gradually and then gradually decrease over the course of 3 to 4 hours,” Wright says.
Getting adequate vitamin D may also be helpful for boosting your mood. Older adults may be
prone to a deficiency, in part because the ability to produce D from sunlight declines with age. A
2018 study of almost 4,000 adults 50 and older in Ireland found that those with vitamin D deficiency (defined in this study as blood levels lower than 30 nanomoles per liter) were more likely to develop depression. “You can increase your vitamin D intake by eating more fatty fish, like salmon,
and drinking fortified milk,” Wright says.

Bloating After Meals
Food fix: Feed your digestive system fiber and fluids so that it runs smoothly.
If you routinely feel bloated after a meal, your body may be trying to tell you something.
“David B. Falk College of Sport and Human Dynamics at Syracuse University in New York [sic]
“Increasing your fiber intake can help keep your digestive tract moving regularly.” Fruits, vegetables, whole grains, beans, nuts, and seeds are all good sources.
Older men should aim for at least 28 grams of fiber per day; women, at least 22 grams When
you eat more fiber, it’s important to make sure you also drink more water (or other noncaffeinated, nonalcoholic beverages). “You may actually feel more bloated if you increase your fiber without increasing fluid intake,” Charles says. And be sure to eat slowly and chew your food thoroughly. Gulping food can make you swallow more air—and lead to gas and bloating.
Eating slowly also helps prevent overeating by giving your brain time to recognize that you’re
full. And be sure to eat slowly and chew your food thoroughly. Gulping food can make you swallow
more air—and lead to gas and bloating. Eating slowly also helps prevent overeating by giving your
brain time to recognize that you’re full.
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Unsteady Balance
Food fix: Make sure you’re eating enough healthy protein.
There are several reasons your balance may get worse as you age, but one common cause is
sarcopenia (age-related muscle loss). Help your muscles stay strong by getting enough protein.
“The proteins in your muscles are constantly being broken down,” says Roger Fielding, PhD,
associate director of the Jean Mayer USDA Human Nutrition Research Center on Aging at Tufts
University in Boston. “If you aren’t consuming enough protein in your diet, the breakdown exceeds synthesis and you have a loss of muscle mass.” And without strong muscles to support your
joints, your balance may suffer, leaving you at greater risk of falling. “If you aren’t consuming
enough protein in your diet, the breakdown exceeds synthesis and you have a loss of muscle
mass.” And without strong muscles to support your joints, your balance may suffer, leaving you at
greater risk of falling.
On average, older adults should aim for at least 0.6 gram of protein per pound of body
weight per day—about 90 grams for someone who weighs 150 pounds. Make sure to spread it
evenly among meals. “Many older adults skip protein in the morning, but it’s important to deliver
protein to your muscles throughout the day,” Fielding says. And be sure to get a mix of animal
(lean meats, fish, dairy) and plant (beans, nuts, soy) sources. Plant foods also contain antioxidants and polyphenols that can help reduce inflammation. “Increases in inflammatory compounds
can have potent effects on muscle loss,” Fielding says. In one study in The Journal of Nutrition,
older men and women with adequate blood levels of antioxidant vitamin C had an average of 1.6
percent and 3.4 percent greater muscle mass, respectively, than those with lower levels.

Protect Hearing
Food fix: Eat more plant-based foods.
Eating lots of high-quality plant foods and low amounts of animal-based foods, refined grains,
added sugars, and unhealthy fats is good for your heart. What does that have to do with your
ears? Just as is the case for the rest of your body, adequate blood flow is important for proper ear
function. A plant-based diet can help enhance this by improving cholesterol and lowering blood
pressure. It also helps to protect against oxidative damage and to reduce inflammation. “I tell all
my patients with hearing loss to follow a heart-healthy diet,” says Erika Woodson, MD, an otolaryngologist at the Cleveland Clinic. “If it’s good for your heart, it’s going to be good for your ears
as well.”
More than specific foods, though, what seems to matter most is following a healthy eating
plan. In one 2018 study involving more than 81,000 women, those whose diets most closely
matched one of three heart-healthy eating patterns—alternate Mediterranean, Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH), and 2010 Alternative Healthy Eating Index—had a 30 percent
lower risk of developing hearing loss over the 22-year study period.
To make it easy, at each meal fill half your plate with fruits and veggies (but limit starchy
ones, such as potatoes). The other half should be made up of whole grains and plant-based protein, such as tofu, lentils, or nuts, most days, with modest amounts of fish, lean meat, and poultry less often.
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CLEVER IDEAS (If you have any clever hacks, send them in and we will share
them in future Observations.)
Create a level template to drill
holes. — Take the guesswork out of
hanging picture frames or shelves.
•Stick a piece of masking tape at desired height, place tape at that level,
with a pencil, making a tape template
by marking desired distances.
•Making sure it’s level, stick template
on the wall where you want the holes.
•Drill your anchor holes or screws into
the template and remove it.
Filling a heavy bucket. If you need
to fill up a bucket that won’t fit under your sink’s faucet, bust out a pool
noodle.
Set the bucket on the floor, slip the
pool noodle over the faucet and run it
down to the bucket

Storing unused seeds — If you don’t
use up all of your seed packets, store
them in an airtight container with silica packets to keep them fresh for
next year. The silica packets prevent
the seeds from germinating or getting
moldy.
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Wrinkle-free clothes — Ditch the
time-consuming iron or handheld
steamer to get wrinkles out of a shirt
or slacks. Throw a few ice cubes or a
wet washcloth in the dryer with your
wrinkled clothes. As the ice melts and
the water turns to steam, it will remove the wrinkles. This trick isn’t as
effective with heavier clothing but is
a miracle for lighter fabrics. The best
part is that you don’t have to set the
dryer for longer than 10 minutes for it
to work.

Fog-Free Mirrors — Prevent your
bathroom mirror from fogging up after
a hot shower with car wax. Apply a
small amount of car wax to the mirror, let it dry, then buff with a soft,
dry cloth.

How to Double Resealable Bags —
This might be the coolest way to turn
sandwich-size bags into snack-size
bags! Heat up an old butter knife with
a lighter and slice the bag in half. The
hot knife cauterizes the edges of the
two new bags. The cauterized edges
are as strong as the factory sealed
edges!
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IN MEMORIAM – JUNE ADLER
SAGE members were saddened to learn of June Adler’s passing on November 1. June had been
a member of SAGE for about 15 years. She had served on the SAGE Board as vice-president and
president. With June’s passing, SAGE has lost a great member and a great friend.
June was a native Californian, her family having settled in California several generations ago.
Prior to her retirement, she practiced family law in the Valley for 30 years. Her impressive intellect was on display in all of the study groups in which she participated, as well as the various committees on which she served – such as the SAGE Bylaws Revision Committee. She also suggested and
coordinated many classes. It was a special pleasure to share a class with June.

June personified grace and generosity. She loved entertaining and giving dinner parties for her
friends. SAGE members always looked forward to her New Year’s Day open houses where SAGE
members gathered for a lovely social event to welcome in the New Year. June was a gregarious,
kind and gracious lady, and she will be greatly missed by her many friends in SAGE.
On January 1, 2021 at 4 PM SAGE members who knew her well will be gathering via Zoom to
share their fond thoughts of June. You can attend via Zoom even if you are not speaking.
Please watch for the global E-mail on this event.
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Jennifer’s Window

